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INTRODUCTION
• SOCIAL CONTRACTS: the responsibilities of
governments to protect and provide
security for citizens, who have obligations
to comply with social roles and
institutions1
• Policy push for Nature-based Solutions
(NBS), which has unexplored implications
for social contracts2
• Meanwhile, general public is speaking on
how social contracts need to change and
are changing

SOCIAL CONTRACTS FRAMEWORK

WHAT'S HAPPENING?

We operationalize social
contracts1 to analyze
tweets from before, during,
and after Hurricane Ida as a
first step to exploring social
contract implications of NBS
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• Questions: what do people expect from
water infrastructure? How do expectations
match with laws and experiences?

WHY TWITTER?

RESULTS

CONCLUSIONS

Most-used terms by framework categories

• Provides access to knowledge from the general public3
• Real-time response
Potential limitations:
• Misinformation due to data being from general public
• Misinterpretation of sentiment/meaning4

• Disconnect between policy makers’ and general
public’s imagined social contracts
• Little mention of infrastructure
• Citizens recognize where the government is failing and are
turning to other providers for security

METHODS
Data collection through MAXQDA software (N=16,663)
First round of analysis to define coding protocol
Randomization of tweet samples (N=1,663)
Deductive coding process using social contracts
framework
• Inductive coding process exploring “red flags”( e.g.,
NBS, climate change, infrastructure)
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Practiced

• Governments' actions not aligning with peoples' realities

TWEET BY
EVENT PERIOD
• Categories of tweets shift in line with unfolding of hurricane
• Focus for imagined tweets shifts from help to empowerment
• Responsibility shifted away from gov't to individuals and NGOs
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